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Jalen was just about to tuck into his favourite 
burger at his local burger shack.
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As he took his first bite, an egg fell onto the table 
next to him and cracked open. 
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He took a look inside the egg and saw an old ship 
sinking in stormy waters. There was nothing he 
could do to save the crew, and they all sank into 
the ocean blue.
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When the storm had settled, a little flower 
sprouted out from the egg.
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It rapidly grew into a large flower. It snatched 
Jalen from his chair, taking him up towards the 
ceiling.
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Then it burst through the roof and continued 
growing up into the sky. Jalen decided that he 
may as well continue eating his burger while it 
was still hot. Nothing could stop him enjoying 
the best burger ever!



Suddenly, the flower stopped growing with a jolt 
that made Jalen accidentally drop the last bit 
of his burger. How could he get his burger back 
when he was so high up in the sky?
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Then it came to him. He unfolded his napkin 
and used it as a parachute to float down in hot 
pursuit of his burger.
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He followed the burger and was surprised when 
he found himself trapped in a huge spider’s web.



A superhero was also trapped in the web. She  
was trying to make a grab for Jalen’s burger! 
He couldn’t decide which was worse: being 
trapped in the web with a huge spider or the 
possibility of the superhero eating his burger.
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Jalen managed to get his arm free and eat 
the last few bites of his burger. It tasted 
amazing and all his worries were gone. At 
least for now anyway.
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The spider then bit him and the superhero, 
turning them both into zombies. The 
spider thought to itself, ‘Wow, this is the 
best-tasting human ever!’



That was quite an abrupt ending. Unfortunately, 
that’s just the way endings can go sometimes. 
At least Jalen got to finish his most excellent 
burger before the superhero got her grubby little 
hands on it.

A big thanks to Jalen (aged 8) for helping come 
up with this story. We wrote this at the burger 
shack in Derby using story cubes. I hope Jalen 
enjoys the finished story as much as his burger.
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